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Abstract

In this short practice paper, we introduce the public version of the Qualitative Data Repository’s (QDR) Curation Handbook. The Handbook documents and structures curation practices at QDR. We describe the background and genesis of the Handbook and highlight some of its key content.
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Introduction

Launched in 2014, the Qualitative Data Repository (QDR) has been at the forefront of the open science movement with a focus on enabling appropriate and ethical data sharing in qualitative and multi-method research across the social sciences. QDR’s research program attempts to break new ground in the field of data curation by developing tools, guidance, and resources – often addressing the particular demands of transparency in qualitative research. QDR is located at Syracuse University’s Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs, and maintains a variety of research infrastructures to curate, publish, and serve qualitative researchers. This includes both a technical infrastructure for data deposit and preservation based on the Dataverse repository software, as well as a human infrastructure of curators who perform various tasks necessary for “purposeful work” (Palmer et al. 2013) with data. The curation services offered by QDR are aimed at preparing data projects that other scholars can discover, evaluate, and responsibly re-use for secondary research as well as teaching (Karcher et al. 2021).

Comprehensive and interactive curation has been at the core of the repository operations since the beginning, encompassing a wide variety of tasks. Some of these (e.g., DOI assignment or indexing for searchability) are not available to individual researchers, while others are things anyone can do in theory (e.g., developing and applying consistent file naming conventions within a project or documentation) even if researchers often do not or find unsatisfactory (Johnston et al. 2018).

In all cases, the goal of the curation staff in preparing a set of materials for publication is to work closely with depositors to guide them toward providing the most useful version of the research data they collected or produced. The repository’s curation framework is one tailored to serve the specific user community the repository serves, but based on general principles of archival and information science. In practice it also requires general understanding of the project’s domain and methods, a critical eye toward ethical and legal commitments that data sharing might impinge on, unwavering attention to detail, and generally takes place over at least a few weeks. This necessitates coordination across the staff, adhering to a common set of instructions and meticulous record-keeping of what additional decisions were made or which prescribed steps were not relevant in a given project.

QDR decided to create a comprehensive Curation Handbook to support and document its internal operations in early 2020. Based on seven years of experience in curating qualitative data, the Handbook records, in detail, how QDR has adopted, developed, implemented, and adapted data curation standards and practices for qualitative data. It aims to cover the entire data curation lifecycle, from an initial consultation between repository staff and depositors to post-publication processes and the long-term preservation and dissemination of data (see Figure 1).
In an unintentional yet foreseeable way, the Handbook has relevance to all three "legs" of productive data curation: organizational infrastructure, technological infrastructure, and requisite resources. (McGovern 2007, referring to digital curation; see Palmer et al. 2013 on the confluence and overlap of these terms.)

The QDR Curation Handbook captures all these core aspects of the repository’s work: it is an attempt most clearly to reflect the organization of complex and interrelated processes in a coherent work whole; it interfaces with newly developed technological tools that automate the most repetitive and laborious steps of qualitative data curation; and it indirectly serves to conserve and maximize the labor and financial resources of the institution.

We are now sharing a public version of this Handbook (Demgenski et al. 2021). It differs from QDR’s internal Curation Handbook only in the absence of internal administrative notes and in format—the internal Handbook is a Google document,
meant to continuously evolve and be improved upon as we encounter new scenarios and find ways to improve existing workflows or incorporate evolving standards. The shared version of the Handbook is a snapshot of our processes at the time of publication.

In the remainder of this note, we describe the Handbook’s general objectives, both for internal purposes and for this published version and its role in our ongoing effort to provide the highest quality of data curation services in an efficient, sustainable, and cost-effective manner. We conclude by highlighting three of the key elements of QDR’s data processing as documented in the Curation Handbook—the accompanying GitHub-based tracking system for curation tasks, our use of scripting and automation in the curation workflow, and how we handle data with various types of restrictions.

### General Objectives of the Curation Handbook

We outline below the initial objectives in developing the Handbook as well as what we hope to achieve with the published version.

#### Internal Objectives

QDR has faced two broad challenges since its inception—one inherent to its mission and the other of organizational nature. QDR operates not only in the context of a nascent open science movement, but focusing on an area—qualitative data curation—with little previous work (especially in the US). As a result, QDR has had few precedents to learn from or adopt, not only in terms of curation standards but specific practices—the nuts and bolts of curation operations (Elman and Kapiszewski 2014; Karcher et al. 2016). Over time, QDR’s staff developed expert knowledge accumulated through experience, research, and interaction with community stakeholders. As this body of knowledge and routine practices have become more complex, the need for consolidation and codification has increased.

The second challenge is born out of QDR’s organizational structure, with many permanent staff involved in curation in a part-time capacity and graduate assistants (GAs), who perform large parts of the hands-on curation work, being subject to regular turnover. The latter poses a particular problem in terms of knowledge loss the organization incurs with each departing GA and the coinciding need for resource-intensive training periods for new GAs, issues compounded the more sophisticated curation processes become.

With the creation of the Curation Handbook, we attempted to support QDR in facing both those challenges by achieving four internal objectives.

1. Consolidate the body of curation knowledge accumulated over time into one document to support standardization and codification of QDR’s curation practices.

---

2 The largest existing collection of shared qualitative data, and a significant source of initial expertise and guidance for QDR, is the UK Data Service, which began archiving qualitative data in the 1990s (see, e.g., Corti 2000, 2006).
2. Increase organizational knowledge retention by structuring the *Handbook* in such a manner that, even as it standardizes procedures, it remains highly flexible for further improvements.

3. Serve as a training tool for new GAs by covering the entire curation process in such detail that one could, with limited or no prior experience in data curation, curate most qualitative data projects relying on the Curation *Handbook*, with minimal outside assistance.

4. Serve as a curation tool that remains useful even for experienced data curators and can be referred back to continuously.

**External Objectives**

While it was initially developed to serve internal operations exclusively, we believe there is significant value in sharing this published version of the *Handbook*. The purpose here is threefold:

1. Provide an additional layer of transparency to QDR’s internal operations, inviting scrutiny and any suggestions to improve our processes.

2. Serve as a resource for qualitative researchers interested in what qualitative data sharing and qualitative data curation “in practice” entails, assisting them as they consider the best ways to manage their data.

3. Contribute to the pool of knowledge for the growing community of qualitative data curators, in the hope of generating discussions and knowledge-sharing to improve qualitative curation standards and optimize practices. It thus complements recently published “Data Curation Primers” for qualitative data (Corral 2019; Hadley 2019; Castillo, Coates, and Narlock 2020).

**Process Optimization in Qualitative Data Curation**

The *Handbook* encompasses the entire curation process—everything from templates for communicating with depositors, code scripts for software-assisted data curation, sensitive data handling, copyright review, workflow instructions, file-level and project-level metadata, data publication and post-publication tasks. In taking this comprehensive approach, we want to ensure that the curation process is both effective (i.e., achieving the desired level of data curation standard) and efficient (i.e., working as sustainably as possible).

**Doing Qualitative Data Curation Right**

The *Handbook* details how QDR aims to render each data project as close as possible to the ideal of the F.A.I.R data principles (Wilkinson et al. 2016) and orient its curation toward long-term preservation and enhancing reuse possibilities. Basic standard procedures are set. For instance, each project undergoes, in consultation with the depositor(s), an ethical and legal review to
ensure that the data can be shared in the first place, and whether special procedures or restrictions need to be implemented, such as reviewing de-identified human-participant data for disclosure risks, evaluating the copyright status of data, or restricting access to the data (sections 2.3 and 3.5). Scanned textual documents undergo OCR (Optical Character Recognition) to enable full-text search (section 2.8). All files curated by QDR are examined for bit-level integrity, converted to appropriate archival formats when necessary (sections 2.4 and 2.9), and assigned file-level metadata (section 2.7).

In addition to these highly standardized procedures, qualitative data curation includes a myriad of peculiarities that do not easily lend themselves to standardized approaches that can be brought up to scale. QDR continues to receive projects requiring the formulation of new policies and procedural or technological innovations—whether related to data sensitivity, copyright compliance and other legal considerations, data formats, or other issues. Yet, amidst all these differences, we believe the Handbook identifies enough common denominators to ensure that, for the vast majority of projects we receive, the curation process is kept on the “right” track.

**Doing Qualitative Data Curation Efficiently**

In order to deliver on the promise of long-term preservation, QDR also needs to ensure sustainability in the curation process. The Handbook includes a variety of procedures developed over time that enable us to reduce the amount of resources required to curate data projects, shorten project turn-around time, reduce the risk of errors, and enable us to curate large projects as well, with over a thousand data files (e.g., Loyle et al. 2018; Trachtenberg 2020). This is primarily done with the aid of software and scripts, both external and developed in-house (outlined in section 2.1 and discussed further below), but also with the organization and standardization of workflows broken down into repeatable tasks.

**Key Features of the QDR Curation Handbook**

Spanning almost 40 pages (in addition to accompanying software packages and scripts) and detailed descriptions of QDR workflows, even a summary of the Handbook’s content would exceed the length of a short introduction. Instead, we highlight here three of its key features that we believe best showcase QDR’s approach to curating qualitative data.

**GitHub-based Checklists**

Checklists are widely used tools to handle complex tasks ranging from aviation, to surgery, and construction (Gawande 2010). Data curation includes a fairly large number of semi-standardized tasks, often performed by a team, and therefore lends itself well to a checklist, and several such checklists exist (e.g. DCC 2009, DCN 2018, Karvovskaya 2019). QDR uses a set of task-specific checklists for the key components of the curation process: initial assessment, metadata and
documentation, file processing, and publication. Each checklist is an issue on the GitHub platform, generated from templates in a private repository and added to a project board. The Kanban-style project board (see Figure 2) provides a quick overview of the project status for the curation team. The individual issues hold, in addition to the checklist items, any additional observations, communication, and decisions made during curation, and thus serve as both a record of curation activities and a point of reference for other curators working on a project. The four issues and the project board for a new data project are created automatically using the dvcurator R package at the beginning of curation (see section 2.2 of the Handbook). The checklists follow the same logic as the Curation Handbook: details on most individual items can be found in the Handbook.

Figure 2: GitHub Project Board for a (fictive) QDR deposit in progress.

Scripts and Automation

The deposit and sharing of qualitative data is comparatively novel, and only few of QDR’s depositors have any experience sharing qualitative data prior to depositing with QDR. Additionally, concerns about confidentiality and ethics of sharing human participant data feature heavily in debates about qualitative transparency (Bishop 2009; Kapiszewski and Wood 2021; Yardley et al. 2014). Close scrutiny of data for possible (inadvertent) violations of ethics and confidentiality is thus an essential part of curating qualitative data. QDR’s work is labor-intensive. At the same time, labor is expensive and, as any data repository, QDR faces economic constraints (see, e.g., Eschenfelder and Shankar 2017; OECD 2017).

Without compromising on the human element of curation, which will remain indispensable for qualitative data, we seek to automate labor-intensive and repetitive tasks as much as possible in what we have termed “human-in-the-loop curation” (Weber, Karcher, and Myers 2020). The Handbook contains references to a number of scripts and automation tools, including the dvcurator R package we are developing in-house, tools to facilitate renaming files and file metatags, VBA (Visual Basic for Applications) scripts to work with Excel files, and command-line scripts (see section 2.1).
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The Diversity of Qualitative Data

QDR maintains a list of 29 different types of qualitative data (https://qdr.syr.edu/content/types-qualitative-data) that are likely to be deposited by users. Differences in data types concern the formats of data (text, video, audio, images), the methodologies and epistemologies of depositors, and the types of constraints on the publication of the data. The Curation Handbook seeks to provide a framework with enough flexibility to accommodate the richness of qualitative data deposited by researchers, including with respect to constraints. Section 3.5 addresses some of the different access conditions that may be used for data. That includes different levels of controlled access for sensitive human participants data, which typically are assigned once at publication and remain static, but also conditions for which further curation work is expected due to scheduled change of status, such as embargos, both for first use and for material under copyright set to enter the public domain.

Conclusion

QDR’s Curation Handbook is constantly evolving to add additional checks, improve workflows, or accommodate new forms of data or deposits. In this practice paper, we briefly described the institutional needs and intellectual rationale that led to the Handbook’s creation, as well as key features of its first iteration. More broadly, this document illustrates an important way in which a relatively new data organization with a deep focus on curation matures and addresses operational challenges. After more than one year of intensive use internally, we believe the Handbook has

Tabular Files

Editing of tabular files is mainly done in order to allow for ingestion to the .tab archival format on Dataverse. This includes:

- **Separating worksheets** into separate files - since upon conversion to .tab, only the first worksheet would be included. This can be bulk automated for workbooks with many worksheets by using the applicable VBA script, see section 2.1.2.
- **Editing cells** so that each value has a row and column header (i.e. variables) - e.g. if a single cell spans multiple rows or columns, the ingest breaks. Consolidating the values in a single row/column fixes the issue (see oh issue)
- **Removing stray columns/rows** to exclude variables with all missing values
- **Removing line breaks**, as of writing, this still prevents successful ingest (see oh issue)

In some cases, an Excel file will contain textual data not in a tabular format and it cannot be manipulated to ingest. If that is the case, consider another preservation-friendly format like .tsv.

**Figure 3**: Automation solutions are referred to and linked throughout the Handbook—an example from section 2.5. File Editing.
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3.5.4. Projects with Sensitive Data

Terms of Use/Access
Below is an example of language employed for deposits with special access restrictions due to sensitive data (note that those are custom-tailored to each special deposit):

Data access requires submission of a research plan and proof of completed CITI Human Subjects Research (HSR) training or equivalent.

Access Request
Enable

Permissions
Do not grant any permissions (except in mixed data projects, in which case grant selective access as appropriate)

Special Instructions:
- See section 5.2, for how to handle access requests to restricted files.

Figure 4: An example of instructions for special access restrictions from section 3.5.4., Projects with Sensitive Data.

reached a stage of development and reliability that make it a useful tool for the data community at large, too. We believe that the approach laid out in the Handbook can serve as an example for a variety of institutions that perform human-facilitated curation of digital artifacts beyond the qualitative and multi-method data in which QDR specializes. It outlines processes and principles for maximizing finite resources and enhancing the consistency and sustainability of their services. We also hope that, in the spirit of open science, this publication will spark discussion about good practices and may lead us to revise, expand, and improve this Handbook—and the curation practices it describes.
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